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Parents, students search for answers No clarity yet on when Class XII results will be out
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, which was not done till late in
the evening. Lack of information
on admission guidelines on the
portal brought more aspirants
and anxious parents to the Open
Day at North Campus.Several
issues were raised by the
parents, like the non-functioning
tab on academic details, which
has been disabled till the CBSE
moderation issue is resolved.
Many aspirants complained that
the volunteers at the help desk
were unable to ans wer their
queries, which made them
attend the Open Day . Some
raised issues such as
nonavailability of colleges
offering sports seats in the
dropdown menu of the
centralised registration form.
One such student, Pooja Bhasin,
was asked to re-check. She said

courses, others look for
classrooms and the overall
infrastructure.
A Chennai-based parent went to
SRCC and LSR to gauge which
college would be better for his
daughter who wishes to pursue
economics honours. “I thought I
would try to meet faculty members
and take a look at the hostel
facilities,“ said K Ravi.
Jhanvi Warrier, who wishes to
pursue psychology , visited three
colleges to find out the difference
between applied psychology and
psychology . “I raised the query at
Open Day but what they told me
wasn't enough. I want to become a
psychiatrist, so I wanted to know
the scope of the subjects,“ Warrier
said.
Some students went to North
Campus just to get a feel of DU life.

“We are tensed about the
moderation policy. So we decided
to tour the campus,“ said Vishakha
Joshi, who came with four
classmates.
Representatives of many colleges
were also invited to speak about
their institutions at Open Day . But
many thought it was better to
speak to a faculty member instead.

“Someone who teaches the
subject would be able to guide
better than admission officials,“
said Sanjeev Makhija, a parent
who visited Daulat Ram College
and KMC. His daughter wants to
study English honours. But due to
the ongoing examinations, faculty
members were hard to come
across. Some aspirants who
approached colleges directly were
told to wait until the release of
cutoffs to raise queries.
Admission officials were also
flooded with queries about
admission policy , cutoff and
subject queries. They told
aspirants to wait until the bulletin
was uploaded. Officials said
75,298 registrations had been
made until 7pm on Thursday ,
including 23 transgender and 337
disabled candidates.

ECA admissions made simpler
T
h
e
procedure
f
o
r
admission
s
t o
colleges
through
extracurric
u l a r
activities
( E C A )
quota is
different in
many ways
this year.It
is aimed at
being more
studentfriendly
and it will
give them a
chance to
compete
o n t h e
basis of
t h e i r
abilities
instead of
just the
certificates they hold.
Students think it is good Students
think it is good that they are only
expected to submit one certificate
in the mandatory uploads section
while filling up the online
registration form.
The director of ECA admission,
Shalini, said that though students

have to submit just one certificate
online, they will be allowed to
change or bring the certificate at a
later date during verification.
“Aspirants will be given another
chance in case they are seen to
be good performers. We will
judge them on the basis of their
certificates along with the trials,“
she said.

Shalini added
that the
venues of
trials are
b e i n g
prepared in
such a way
that aspirants
appearing for
more than one
will find it easy
to commute.
“There are 14
venues where
trials will be
conducted.
W e
a r e
planning to
time the trials
in such a way
that popular
categories
like debate
a
n
d
performing
arts are
conducted on
dates close to
each other,“

The Central Board of Secondary
Education may desist from moving the
Supreme Court against Delhi HC's
order asking it not to do away with
moderatio
n of marks,
even as
the HRD
ministry
a g a i n
instructed
the board
o
n
Thursday
to release
Class XII
results “on
time“.
T
h
e
ministry
and CBSE
officials
h a d
a
second
meeting
with the
l e g a l
counsel on
Thursday evening, where a view
emerged that moving the apex court
may be counter-productive and also
delay results if SC refuses to intervene.
Meanwhile, uncertainty continues on
the date of the results as CBSE
remained silent on the matter. After the
Delhi HC's order, HRD minister Pra
kash Javadekar had met the secretary
of school education and the CBSE
chairperson on Wednesday morning,
where it was decided that legal opinion
should be sought on the order.
“Based on the legal opin ion received
by the ministry (on Wednesday), it was
decided that the board will not move
the court. It has also been decided that
moderation will be done based on the

rules set (in the examination by laws of
CBSE). However, there will not be
`artificial' inflation of marks,“ said a
senior HRD official.

Sources said CBSE is likely to stick to
its five-point moderation policy .
On the back foot ever since the HC
restrained it from scrapping the
moderation of marks policy for this
year, CBSE and the government again
sought legal opinion on Thursday and
consulted additional solicitor general
Sanjay Jain for a way forward, since he
had represented the board in court.
Sources told TOI that after studying the
HC order, government's legal advisors,
including ASG Jain, pointed out that
there are no adverse comments by the
court on the policy decision to scrap
moderationspiking of marks. It is only
the timing of the move which had left
HC worried about the future of children

who took the Class X and XII board
exam in the belief they will benefit from
moderation in the same manner as
previous batches.
Earlier in the
d
a
y ,
Javadekar
said there will
be no delay in
the results.
However,
there is no
clarity on the
exact date
when Class XII
results will be
declared.
Despite text
messages and
phone calls, R
K Chaturvedi,
chairperson,
CBSE did not
respond to
queries.
C B S E ' s
silence is also
keeping many
other education boards on tenterhooks
and they have also deferred the
announcement of their results till there
is more clarity on the moderation
issue.The Uttar Pradesh board, it is
learnt, may wait till the first week of
June to see whether CBSE moderate
marks. In the past two years, the state
board had announced its results in the
third week of May .
Class XII results of the Council for the
Indian School Certificate
Examinations are also expected to be
declared only after CBSE's results.
“We will announce the dates once we
are ready with the results. It's getting a
bit delayed as we are getting the data,“
said Gerry Arathoon, CEO of CISCE.

Ggn circle rate cut to boost mkt
Circle rates of properties across
segments have been slashed by 3-8%
in Gurgaon, a premium real estate
market, for the
financial year
of 2017-18.
I n d u s t r y
experts and
government
officials believe
that the rate
cut, the second
in a row, will
lead to a price
correction that
will help boost
a sluggish
market as more
homebuyers
will now be
keen to invest
in properties.
While the circle
r a t e s
(government
rates) were
reduced by 1015% in 201617, they were kept unchanged for the
two previous years (2014-15 and
2015-16) in the wake of a slump in the
real estate sector. The rate cut will
definitely help reduce the cost, pav ing
the way for more dealings that will
provide some momentum to the
market,“ said Anupam Varshney , head
of sales and marketing, city-based
developer Vatika Limited.
“Property prices have been going
down as supply is more than the
demand in Gurgaon.The rate cut will
boost the market sentiments,“ said

Pradeep Mishra, a real estate expert.
sectors 10, 10A, 9 and 9A.
District revenue officer (DRO) Hariom Similarly , DLF , Sushant Lok and other
Atri said that changes in the rates had developers' areas have seen no or
s l i g h t
changes
i n t h e
r a t e s
while new
sectors
58-115
h a v e
witnessed
a
5 %
deduction.
The rates
have been
re duced
by 3-5% in
villages
within the
city limits,
namely
Gurgaon,
Sarhaul,
Moaleher
a
,
Nathupur,
Sikanderp
been made on the basis of reports from
field officers. “Though the rates have ur Ghosi, Bajghera, Sarai Alawardi,
been slashed in major parts of the Sukhrali and Chakkarpur.
districts, the same have been On the other hand, the circle rates
increased in some colonies located have been raised marginally (2-4%) in
near Huda sectors by 3-5% to bring some colonies of Old Gurgaon, like
Friends Colony , Gandhi Nagar, Hira
parity,“ he added.
“After the reductions, we are hoping to Nagar, among others.
see a rise in revenue collections from DRO Atri said different rates had been
stamp duty as more people will prepared for tehshils of Gurgaon
district too.
purchase home now,“ Atri added.
While the rates have re mained Again, the rates have been reduced by
unchanged in most of Huda sectors, 3-8% in Badshahpur, Wazirabad and
they have been reduced by 5% in Harsru.

said the director.
If an aspirant feels that the dates
of trials are clashing, they can
approach the panel of judges and
get them rescheduled. The
competition for ECA seats is
usually high. Last year, around
12,000 applications were
received for 865 seats.

Villagers fear long arm of land sharks
Away from the congested road
leading to the “Panchayat Ghar“
in southwest Delhi's Chhawla
village is a vast
e x p a n s e o f
agricultural land,
which reveals the
story of Delhi's
farmers.
Most villagers don't
understand the land
pooling policy recently
notified by the
government and there
are rumours doing the
rounds that land
sharks in the garb of
developers are trying
to taking over their
land.
As this correspondent
walked through a narrow road
with farmlands on both sides, an
ageing Om Prakash walked up to
ask what would happen to his
land now. “We are from the SC
community and my mother
Saraswati Devi got this one-acre
plot under the Prime Minister's
20-point programme in 1988.
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Though I have a job, our whole pooling policy .The farmers had
family survives on the food we started gathering at the venue
grow here. Hope I don't have to hoping that Kejriwal would clear
their doubts.
Vijay Kumar Chauhan, who
leads an organisation working
for the rights of people given
land under the 20-point
programme, was quick to
hand over his peti tion to the
CM when he arrived in the
village around 5.30pm.
Chauhan told TOI that in
Chhawla village alone, there
were 107 acres of land
allotted under the 20point
programme allotted to people
from SCST community ,
widows and those from the
marginalised section.
Rajinder Singh, another
give up my land,“ he said.
resident, claimed that no one had
He pointed at a government so far explained them the
installed tubewell and his tractor implications of the land pooling
to assert that farming was real for policy . “Not all of us own acres of
him and he had no intentions of land. So what happens if our land
giving it up. Like many others, Om comes in the middle of a bloc of
Prakash too had heard that CM land that others may decide to
Arvind Kejriwal was coming to pool? Who will give us the correct
their village to speak on land answer,“ he asked.
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